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HPE NonStop SQL/MP is the first SQL implementation 
capable of supporting high-performance OLTP applications. 
Its successor, HPE NonStop SQL/MX, continues the 
tradition while offering the benefits of ANSI-standard 
SQL. Both databases are used in the most demanding of 
mission-critical applications. 

In a typical HPE NonStop SQL environment, there 
are complex relationships between hundreds or even 
thousands of application programs, SQL modules, and 
SQL database objects. Any changes in this environment 
can result in unintended negative effects. Managing this 
complex environment has ultimately become a challenge 
for database administrators and technical support staff.
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Simplify database administration

HPE NonStop SQLXPress database administration functions simplify the work involved in SQL 
database management. The solution supports all of the standard data definition language 
(DDL) operations. Moreover, it offers many advanced features that are not available with MXCI 
or SQLCI, such as compare DDL, two-way object relationship browsing, multiobject commands, 
and partition key data analysis.

Increase productivity

Developing complex SQL queries manually can be tedious and error-prone. With HPE NonStop 
SQLXPress Visual Query Builder, query development becomes quick and accurate. Users no 
longer have to remember complex syntax. And with the Visual Query Builder, query elements 
like table names, column names, join conditions, and function names are specified using drag 
and drop, pick lists, browsers, and other graphical methods.

The Visual Query Builder also supports complex queries, such as unions and subqueries. Query 
results can be displayed in a spreadsheet-like grid. Additionally, the Visual Query Builder makes 
what-if experimentations simple. Once the query design is complete, it can be saved for use in 
an SQL script, or a C or COBOL program. Users can even save a query as an SQL view.

Increase application performance

Execution plans are a key aspect of system and database management, and they greatly 
influence application performance. HPE NonStop SQLXPress provides the necessary tools to 
quickly identify potential problems in HPE NonStop SQL execution plans before they are put 
into production.

The HPE NonStop SQLXPress solution
HPE NonStop SQLXPress provides comprehensive support 
for managing large, complex database environments. 
The solution is an essential companion product for 
HPE NonStop SQL. It is an integrated set of tools 
specifically designed to work with HPE NonStop SQL/MX 
version 3.0 or later, and HPE NonStop SQL/MP version 350 
or later. HPE NonStop SQLXPress modular design offers 
tools for database administrators, software developers, 
quality assurance analysts, and technical support staff.

Key features
•	 Full support for HPE NonStop SQL/MX 

and HPE NonStop SQL/MP

•	 Comprehensive database management 
(DDL) support

•	 Execution plan repository track plans 
for programs, modules, and stand-alone 
queries

•	 Users identify problem queries and 
optimize them using the Visual Query 
Tuner

•	 Productivity enhancement by applying 
commands to multiple objects at once 
using wildcards

•	 Advanced partition management, 
including partition boundary key analysis

•	 SQL statistics management, including 
copy, backup, and restore

•	 Data viewed and changed without the 
need to write SQL queries

•	 SQL whiteboard with syntax 
highlighting, code completion, command 
history, and more

•	 Data import and export between 
HPE NonStop SQL and other databases 
and PC files

•	 User activity audits
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Security

The auditing in HPE NonStop SQLXPress can be configured to audit user activities. A full set 
summary and detailed audit reports are provided. Also, audit data can be extracted into the 
XYGATE Merged Audit facility. Session encryption and multifactor authentication prevents 
unauthorized access. Access control provides more granularity in assigning privileges. Finally, 
digital signature ensures that HPE NonStop SQLXPress executables cannot be tampered with.

Modern GUI

HPE NonStop SQLXPress user interface is easy for beginners to learn, yet powerful enough 
to satisfy expert users. There are no complex commands to learn, and online help is available. 
HPE NonStop SQLXPress wizards guide users through complex tasks, like table creation or 
partition management. The solution also offers users many advanced features, such as multitab 
browsing, bookmarks, and keyboard shortcuts. 

Simple data browsing 

HPE NonStop SQLXPress data browser displays table rows in a grid with various options for 
selecting rows, columns, and sort order. Row inserts, updates, and deletes are available with full 
transaction support (either manually or automatically).

Statistics management

Copying statistics from the production database into a test environment allows developers 
to tune queries with execution plans that reflect the live database. HPE NonStop SQLXPress 
statistics management functions provide a safe and easy way to copy statistics from one 
database to another.

With HPE NonStop SQLXPress, you can manage your legacy HPE NonStop 
SQL/MP database and your new HPE NonStop SQL/MX database concurrently 
with the same tool. This is an ideal scenario for an HPE NonStop SQL/MP DBA 
to learn and adopt HPE NonStop SQL/MX and become almost immediately 
efficient with the newer database. With HPE NonStop SQLXPress, 
IT transformation becomes easier with less costs and risks.
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Description HPE Integrity NonStop servers 
(J-Series PID)

HPE Integrity NonStop X servers 
(L-Series SKU)

HPE NonStop SQLXPress QSR19 BE419AC

HPE NonStop SQLXPress  
(e-media for Virtualized NonStop)

N/A BE419ACE
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